**Parts Details**

1. Power on/off
2. Return
3. Camera
4. Display
5. Mic
6. Speaker

- Power on/off: more than 3 to start up, short press
- Power on/off: more than 5 to shutdown, short press

**SIM card install**

Notes: Use the small needle (less than 4mm) in color box to press the card slot. Then put the card into the slot, finish the install.

**Hand Gestures**

- Sliding: sliding the display left or right to change interface
- Tapping: tapping the screen with your fingers sliding up and down, switch different views

**Dial plate setting**

Please note that to connect dial plate in standby mode:

Notes: Data and Time setting:
- Turn on Bluetooth, Power on GPS, and send SMS to set time and receive SMS from network, or connect to GPS, start and setting by yourself.

**Deblocking and Lock the screen**

- Touch screen lightly to deblock it while lock interface. Press Power on/off to lock screen in any interface.

**Contacts**

Please to load contacts while first time using, expect different ways to edit contacts. For example: SIM card, Bluetooth, or setting synchronize accounts. Also could create new contacts. Please the button lose to manage contacts.
**Calling function**

To use virtual keyboard in call or search contacts, support use different ways to get the contacts, like list, letter, grid of contacts, but it does not change function.

**Sending Message**

System supports sending messages to one or more persons. It could include words, pictures, text, contact information, audio, and video, support reply, forward, copy, check, or delete messages while pressing more than 1s.

**Sending E-mail**

It supports sending email while smart watch after setting the mail account in the system. You will get the incoming email on your watch.